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SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA,

Sophomores To
Decide Corsage
Question Today
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Number 100

College Heads In
Sacramento To
Discuss Library

Circulation Director
Attends Columbia
On Scholarship

Mr. Robert Ciller, head of the
circulation departent of the colDr. T. W. MacQuarrie and Miss
Dosages for every woman at - lege library, won a library
schol- Joyce Backus, head of the college
hop,
with
yang the sophomore
arship to Columbia University re- library, are in Sacramento today
se cost to be covered by the
to confer with members of the
cently and is now attending liBugbe
one
will
pike of the bid,
State Division of Architecture
sophomore
brary school at Columbia, accord- about plans for
potion discussed at the
the proposed new
12:30
ing to Miss Joyce Backus, library library at San Jose State college.
slang to be held today at
a Room 24.
Mr. William Manhardt and Mr.
head.
loan attempt to settle the quesMr. (litter, who is working for W. K. Bartges, architects assigned
ta. of whether corsages will be
to the project, will discuss Ideas
his M.A., obtained a leave of ab,owed, an offer will be made by
and drawings of the new building
%Odle Campus Florists" to set sence from San Jose State college with Dr. MacQuarrie and Miss
i minimum price If they are per- for this year.
Backus, according to Miss Backus.
mitted to furnish all the oorsages,
wording to Archie Brown, one of
Is proprietors.
A report on the development of
pion for securing an outstanding
lame band for the hop will be
node by Bob Swanson, general
larman of the dance.
Election of officers and possible
SIM for a freshman -sophomore
miter will also be discussed at
to meeting with Harry Saunders
welding.
GIRL’S JINX TONIGHT

NEW SOCIAL
AFFAIRS HEAD
APPOINTED

Steve
Rain
parter
tamed.
elated

Hosa was appointed Social
chairman for the spring
last night by the student
Jim Budros was re-apas head of the Rally corn -

CaltiplIS composers who desire to
see

their original

Spartan

Revelries

tunes

in

must

submit

the

them not later than March 31, according to the announcement Jim
!Bailey, director of the annual show,
made yesterday.
be complete

with melody and chords or they
will not be accepted. If a person
has a melody in mind but is unable
to work out the chords, he should
get some person who can do so,
and not depend upon the show
directors, Bailey stated.
ANY THEME
The songs do not have to be
Spanish. Any theme is acceptable.
If it is original, and good, it will
be used.
All manuscripts are to be left
with Miss Dolores Freitas in the
Spartan Daily office, and although
March 31 is the deadline, it is
better to hand in the songs as
soon as possiblie. Only a limited
number can be used in the show,
and in the case of two being of
equal merit, the one first submitted will receive the preference,

KNIGHTS PLAN
APRIL DANCE
AT M EETING

The San
Jose State college A
CaMila choir performed up
to its
high standard of
excellence last
Njeit in Morris
Dailey auditorium,
when it gave
Its annual concert
before a highly
enthusiastic cap kill’ audience.
The choir
was obliged to sing
!leo encores.
Rellgiotis music prektninated the
program
which
lilted horn mimic
written from
the time
of 17th century Bach
t 20th century Rilehnizaninoft
,Nciats with the group were
tY Finnerty
and Helen Smith.

A team that outplays and outhits its opponents usually is able
to win a baseball game.
That is exactly what Walt McPherson’s bazieballers did against
University of California yesterdayyet his mien lost a 7 to 4 contest.
The Staters outhit the Bears 11 to 8, played better defensive ball,
yet their inability to drive men home led to the downfall. .A, total of
13 runners were left stranded on the bases while California mane
through when the bingles were
needed.
Art Carpenter did the pitching
for San Jose for eight innings and
held the vaunted Bears hitless and
scoreless during the first four. His
mates presented him with a one
run lead in the second inning when
Johnny Allen tripled and scored
on Rhodes sacrifice fly.

AWS Hold Jinx
In Women’s GYin
Tonight At 8:00

SCORE IN FOURTH
Held in check for three frames
by Carpenter’s stellar mound work,
the Bears went to work in the
fourth. After two were out Carpenter walked Duezabou and Firpo,
both scoring on Pugh’s long single.
Again in the sixth California
dented the scoring column. Carpenter loaded the cushions and Bud
Winterbottom, Bear left fielder,
a pitch into left center for
a home run. Three runs scored on
the play, only the fact that Pugh
the director declared,
i failed to touch second keeping the
ALL ROLES OPEN
Due to complications in the Bears from adding another tally.
script, tryouts for the various roles California added two more runs in
will not be held this quarter as the seventh to make the victory
stated, but rather during the first complete.
San Jose put on a rally of its
week of the next quarter. All roles
will he open to the student body. own in their half of the ninth. Be This afternoon at four o’clock on hind 7-3, Garcia opened by reach the Morris Dailey stage tryouts ing first on an error, moved around
for singers are to be held. No per. when Zimmerman got a life due to
sons other than the contestants another Bear miscue and scored
will be admitted.
(Continued on Pace Three)

Any Music Theme Acceptable; Roles Open
belted
To Student Body; Tryouts Next Quarter

Councilman Ben Melzer introteed a motion that the Brass
etiolr under the direction of Mr.
Maurice Faulkner be granted 88
Mars to pay expenses for the
Proposed trip to Long Beach and
ether high schools in the southern
Part of the state. The motion was
Passed
The council granted twenty-five
Mars to the Publications office for
the expenditure of cuts
and mats
Or publicity purposes
for spring
athletics.
Nomination Day assembly has
ten set by the council for May
hit Elections to be
held May 15.
resident and vice-president elections will be
held May 19.
Patrons’ Association of San Jose
Slate college donated
a lamp for
the lounge In
the Student Union.
Further plans for the Spartan
--GIRL’S JINX TONIGHT
Knight dance, slated for April 15
in the Scottish Rite Temple, were
yesterday’s luncheon
at
made
meeting, presided over by Duke

A Capella Choir
Performs Before
Capacity Crowd

Spartans Outhit Foes But Leave Too
Many Stranded On Bases

Song Deadline For
Revelries Is March 31

Manuscripts must

May Ninth Set For
Nomination Day
By Student Council

Local Nine Beaten
By Golden Bears
In 7-4 Contest

Chuck Kerwin,
SCARLET PLAYS
According to Dance Chairman
Ben Frizzl, Lee Scarlett and his
"music sweet for dancing feet"
orchestra will play for the affair
Scarlett’s band is fast rising to
fame in the San Francisco Bay
Region, featuring Lee himself on
the vibraphone. An electric steel
guitar Is another feature of the
features
which
band,
Scarlett
pretty and petite Jeanne Gitlin as
vocalist.
MICHAEL ANGELO
Efforts HIV being made to secure
Michael Angelo, former student
who was the’ hit of last year’s
dance with his artistic caricatures,
to present similar entertainment.

IN.1g I, t M us t Fall’ Mystery
Play Starts Tomorrow
All-Alumni Cast In Emlyn Williams Drama
The San Jose State college
Drama department presents the
season’s only "mystery thriller"
tomorrow night with the opening
of Emlyn Williams’ "Night Must
Fall" at 8:30 in the Little Theater.
Enacted by an all -alumni cast
the play will run for three days
consecutively, with the Saturday
night special performance added.
RECORD SALES
The largest sale yet recorded
this season has seen tickets to
both Thursday and Friday performances sold out except for a
few poorer seats along the side
walls, according to Mr. Hugh Gillis, who. however, reports some
center section seats left .for Saturday night.
TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets may be purchased in the
._

McLaughlin Speaks
On Naval Training
Friday In Room 111
Seniors and other students in r osted in planning a four-year
ourse towards entering the Naval
Training program at Pensacola,
Florid:1, ale invited to hear a talk
hy !d r. McLaughlin of the U.S.
Naval Air Service Friday at 11
Room Ill.
o’eloele
Mr. McLaughlin brings two reels
pictures illustrating the’
I of! sound
!Pensacola course for college memo,
, Be will also interview individually
those seniors who wish to sign up !
;
’for the work in the near future.

main Speech office, Room 49.
The cast, which the play’s director, Mr. Gillis, has termed "easily the best we will see this season",

is

Clancy,

headed
Miss

by

Mr.

Margaret

James

Bad Taste Costumes
Best Represented
Will Receive Prizes

Centering around the theme of
"Bad Taste" the Associated Women Students’ Jinx to be held this
evening in the Women’s gym from
8:00 to 10:30, wiil be one of the
outstanding social events on the
A.W.S.
calendar,
according
to
members of the Jinx committees.
GOOD CHAIRMAN
Headed by Alice Good as general
chairman, committees have arranged for something of interest
during the entire evening. Assistant chairman for the affair is Irma
Manzo who has also planned a
unique program.
Prizes are to be given for groups
and individuals in the best costumes representing "Bad Taste",
All organizations and sororities
are urged by Margaret Harmes,
prize committee chairman, to dress
in some kind of group unit.
FIFTEEN MODELS
Jane Desmond, assisted by Ruby
Seimers and fifteen models, has
scheduled a preview of the annual
A.W.S. fashion show.
Game contests and social dancing
will be followed by refreshments
to be served by Helen Matthews
and her committee.
All women students and faculty
members are invited to attend the
evening’s
festivities,
announced
Amy Silva, A.W.S. prexy.
Other committee heads include
Jeanette Weld, Audrey Morrell, and
Louise Ortalda.

Douglas,

and Dorothy Leverenz, with such
well known alumni as Florence
Murdock, Don Hascall, and Mr.
William Sweeney in supporting
roles.

GIRL’S

JINX

TONIGHT

WRIGHT NEW
PRESIDENT
Roos Advertising OF PEGASUS
ontest Won By
Cumpherman
GIRL’S

JINX

TONIGHT

CBob Wright was elected to succeed Bill McLean as president of

Pegasus, literary honor society, at
a meeting of the organization Monday evening. Ben Melzer was chosMarion Cumpherman, freshman I en to serve a fourth term as vice secretarial major, wins first place president, and Elizabeth Show was
in the women’s division of thel elected secretary -treasurer.
Roos Bros. advertising contest this
SPURGEON ELECTED
John Spurgeon, senior journalweek.
Miss Cumpherman’s clever lay - ism major, was elected to memout is printed on the feature page bership in the organization. He
of this issue of the Spartan Daily. submitted a short story for the
Kilith Gandolfo’s entry finished approval of the group.
Dr. Carl Duncan, guest for the
in second place and Bette Robin -1
son’s copped third. Both of these evening, presented original poetry
ads have been placed on the Com- at the meeting. Dr. Duncan, Dr.
Harold Miller, and Dr. Ezekell
meree bulletin hoard.
The theme in the women’s div- Bogoslan were elected honorary
ision for next week’s contest is a members of the organization.
STORIES READ
Shetland Weave sport suit shaded,
Original short stories were read
in dark rose, dusty rose, blue, or
purple.
by Ben Melzer, Bob Wright, and
The winner in the men’s division John Weybrew, members of the
will be printed in the Spartan club. Katherine, Sanford read two
Daily on Friday
’original poems.
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EDITOR-IN -CHIEF

BOB WORK

REVELRIES
This
ATTENTION Singers:
afternoon at 4:15 on the Morris Dailey stage will be held the
vocal tryouts with a microphone. If possible, bring your
own sheet music and be sure
to memorize the words as notes
Be
permitted.
be
not
will
Bailey, Metier.
prompt!
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Scudero, Geraldine Stickles, Shirlie Straub, Mary Ellen Stull,
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Bonanno, Carlton Peregoy, Ben Frizzi, Svend Hansen, Ben
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FRED MERRICK

DAY EDITOR, This Issue

Here’s Your Chance . .
Now! It is your chance to express your views and
opinions in offering a just and honest analysis of our college
courses.
These anologies may be either of a critical or complimentary nature.
They will be of aid to students contemplating taking
the course in the future.
A number of these student evaluations have been submitted; however, there is the desire to have as large a group
as possible represented in these student analysis.
It is to every college student’s and instructor’s advantage for you to submit your views upon any course included
in the college curriculum.
Turn these evaluations into either Bob Work or the
Contributor’s Box in the Publications office.
Students must have their name and major attached to
SPuRGEON.
the material submitted.

FRONT

PAGE

GLANCES
By BART MAYNARD
PEACE? . . . John L. Lewis,
head CIO’er, suggested a gigantic
merger yesterday when he proposed the unification of the CIO,
AFL, and the Railroad Brotherhoods of America. The only drawback to such a plan is William
Green, head AFL man who says
"Nothing doing."
6

BLUFFS AGAIN ... Mahatma
Gandhi, without his goat this time.
ended his recent fast when the
Indian and British governments
stepped in to assure a settlement
of his demand for liberalization of
Rajkot state.
NEW SCRAP . .
Democrats in the State
pulling for an additional
for direct relief and the

With the
assembly
$4,053,928
Republic -

aria against such a measure the
next few months at Sacramento
promises to have a lot of fight in
them.
NO DINERO . . . Yesterday the
Senate passed the army expansion
bill for 6000 fighting planes for the
strengthening of Panama Canal defenses. But one thing they forgot
or is to come later are funds to
provide for such a measure.
SURRENDER . .. Eleven Spanish warships surrendered to French
authorities yesterday. They were
seeking refuge after a revolt
against the Negrin government on
the African coast The prisoners
taken on board the captured vessels
are to be neutralizezd and returned
to the nationalists.

Oc,s.
vockttuVel
tAe editor’s &lam
Open Letter
To The Faculty:
The purpose of a college newspaper, I think, is quite clearly
understood as being the organ in
which is represented the life, the
activities, and the ideas that collectively make up what the usual
intrepretation refers to as "college
life".
In this presentation of the "college picture" we on the staff of
the Spartan Daily have, I think,
been guilty of the same oversight
that is made in almost every other
college paper
in the country.
The students
devote their
newspaper exclusively to
that.. material
which deals
with the students themselves. Seldom
If ever is the
Bob Work
faculty member considered in the pages of the
collegiate press. If he is considered
at all it is usually as the point
of some gag or another.
And with that practice, it is
quite likely, there is no great objection to be taken.
But faculty participation in the
"student scene" could undoubtedly
be accentuated in many ways that
should be of mutual benefit to both
groups.
Recently it was drawn to our
attention that several colleges with
this end in mind have opened the
editorial columns of the student
newspaper to these instructors
wherein they might comment on
any subject pertinent to college
life and to the college student.
It is our intention to inaugerate
such a practice in the pages of
the Spartan Daily.
Tomorrow Doctor Poytress will
start the faculty ball rolling with
his oontribution; many are expected to follow.
The staff extends a special Invitation to any faculty member
who is so inclined to take advantage of this opportunity. Turn your
editorials in to any member of the
staff. Names and field of teaching
of each must be added to the
material.
This is the instructor’s opportunity to have his say, both for
the benefit of his fellow teachers
and for the students themselves.
As one of those students I feel
justified in stating that all of us
will be looking forward to these
contributions with genuine and intense interest.
BOB WORK
NOTICE
There will be a misting of the
Radio club today at 12:30 in the
Shack.

Just Among Ourselves
By

DR. T.

W. MAC QUARRIE

C.A.A. (Civil Aeronautics Authority.) You may as well learn that
combination now for we’ll probably hear it very often.
This C.A.A. has invited San Jose
State to help in a most important
experiment, looking finally to the
training of thousands of civilian
aviators. While there has been no
definite suggestion that they will
become army or navy fliers, still
the best of them will be eligible to
further training, if they are interested.
When the auto industry was
young, most of the training of
mechanics was carried on by private commercial schools. The instruction was expensive, the students were often exploited. It VMS
not many years, however, before
the public schools took up the
load and now there are very few
Private schools anywhere.
The same development is evidently about to take place In the
training of aviators. Now the work
is almost completely in the hands
of private individuals.
The instruction is expensive, making it
impossible for many candidates to
take the training. The time is right
here when public schools will have
to assume the job. Hundreds of
thousands of young people will desire the training. Naturally it becomes a responsibility of the public
schools.

Right now we at
San Joleji
in a favorable
position to
such a program on the
co.
due University In
Indiana s
ready in the field
and tie;
excellent job. Others
will to*
We have already niado
eeceL4
headway with our
ground ao
but with such a limitation
ui Two
we have been handicapped gT,A4
We need now to develop
the tip
end of the work. That
mesa
training field, It means
a luau
shops, laboratories, and classe,
We are asking the
legialature
make an appropriation for
as4
I believe it will appeal
to
public as a desirable project
Amateur and beginning flp
can be very dangerous. On
other hand, with proper faulibil
proper selection of candidstes,g
sensible instructors, it can be inc,
very safe. Under good Wiwi
ditions, the interests of all ea
considered and safeguarded. 9
utmost care would be taloa top
vent accidents. I hope we may
able very soon to provide such
service.
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arn al Scene Changed
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Spartans Entered
BASEBALL

to be talk
Everyone else scenes
Warner so I guess
Pop
about
I
permitted to mention
should be
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about the man who,
’few letters
at Sea ,10,840 grhaps more than anyone else,
game of
Position team seeeloped the American
on the coat pi .00tball to its present status.
In Indiana o o
around. lie has
Pop has been
Id and do4
1,jelled winning football teams
Liters will fo.0 are ISM and that’s a long time.
Cornell for a spell
V noaih
eter coaching
ir .ground aetoo
y migrated to Georgia and subimitation we* goently to Carlisle, Pittsburg,
idieapped
/Alford, Temple and now San
Coach Hovey McDonald’s freshman baseball niece lost their third
develop the fi
imagine he knows
At State. So I
That mei,
from a well - consecutive game of the season to the Santa Clara high school team
smash
-tackle
off
r
by the score of 5 to 1 yesterday afternoon on Spartan Field.
meana a hasp
Pee beef steak.
s, and claw%
The yearlings out-hit the high school 9-2, but could not bunch
SHIFT
AGAINST
the legislature
them together enough to produce runs. The game went seven innings,
Warner has never favored the
and the frosh staged a last minute rally that found them
.iation for gaol
getting
He developed his famous
appeal to ti
-- the first two men on base. Anello
with
two
system
back
wing
Su*
ruble project
and Redman hit safely but died
Ayers flanking the ends and even
beginning ny
on the bases as the other three
relater success of Knute Rock ne’s
igerous. On
men proceeded to hit the dust.
mtli his Notre Dame shift plays
proper team
The high school team reached
to ruffle Pop and his original
hiqd
’Loafers’
f candidateas
Tex Leverton for only four hits,
of play. Staunch friends
iretern
5, it can bem
but an error by Redman in the
Huh they were, Warner and
good mew
Determined to get his cinder- second inning gave them two un
Roane were always engaging In
.sts of all can
Old arguments regarding the rela- team down to business, Coach earned runs. Leverton, who pitched
afeguarded. 3
merits of the two systems.
Tiny Hartranft barred all "loaf- good ball, weakened in the seventh
ne
I be taken tom
the ers" from practice yesterday and and allowed two walks and two
member
of
a
was
Warner
hope we mail
hits to give the opponents three
of football concentrated
his efforts on the more runs.
provide suck it-American board
shun it formed back in 1925. He is
rest of the squad.
The frosh combination of Gomez,
all a member. Like Rockne he
The erstwhile softspoken Spar- Ulliana. Sanchez, and Cloro in the
21 developed an innumerable
tan mentor issued an ultimatum infield played flawless ball. This
mount of football stars, men who
for all those viho "weren’t taking unit looked promising for the frosh
ater entered the coaching game
their track serious" to turn in and McDonald will no doubt put
l’i Omega enel ud became successful. We can
out a fair country ball club before
thoir suits for good.
in the old Co-re .ention such players as Lawson,
In the meantime, Hartranft be- the season is half over.
g at J30The levers, Shipkey, Post, Hillman,
Mike Anello and George Ford
gan putting his team through a
of the quint: I ;Wel, Robesky, Harder, Cuddeplaying in the outfield showed signs
Cleaveland, Hoffman. Smuc- tough practice schedule in prepdance Le in orek
Re- of developing into good stickers
le, and dozens more who learned aration for the Long Beach
at the plate. The frosh have so far
lays next week.
$e game under The Old Fox.
A 12-man team will represent this year outhit all opponents, but
The question naturally arises,
San Jose in the relays and field have failed when it came to makoat will Warner do for San Jose
Mg runs.
events, according to Hartranft.
At* football? We still have Dud
1eGroot as head mentor, don’t for- ,
nt and Uncle Dudley has been
vonsible for establishing the
birtans as a first class team.
Warner will be merely an advisory
:satli and as such he will do that
’ere thing. He is not going to ask
JeGroot to change the whole set-up
CI start anew. After all, DeGroot
icrws football too.
and Johnson took a gander at the
By BEN JOHNSON
San Diego State campus. Needless
iNiNSPIRATION
ABOARD THE S. P. STREAMto say there was plenty to be
’Warner’s entrance into the San
LINER DAYLIGHT ENROUTE
’le State scheme will add a zestseen. In fact Tornell refused to be
TO LOS ANGELES --A full day
left alone the girls in that schoo’
- Savor, touch up the situation
on the train with not much to do
are very numerous, and weller
al inspire the players to greater
but think of the classes that we
ah you take it from there.
VW, because you must surely
missing. That in itself is in*
tW the name of Glenn Warner are
deed a pleasure. However, Coach
4ynonymous with American footDuring the day there were varHubbard and Gil Bishop offered to
ious tunusements jig -saw puzzles,
take all -comers at bridge. As it
Bull
(attention,
games
poker
turned out, "Hub" and "Blab"
Lewis and Charlie I3endeich), and
were taken themselves.
seeing the sights of San Diego
r
e Balboa Park, Marine and NayTomorrow afternoon on the Hillthe
train,
After leaving the
at Base, etc, Speaking of jig-saw
76, golf course, Coach Bill Hub- troupe taxied over to the Santa
puzzles Kotta. Bendeich, Boyle
4f e varsity
golf contingent will Fe depot for a little repast. In the
spilled a card table with a
I
Inc.
met the University of Santa
Clara course of the meal a sweet young completed puzzle. A couple of eldthe second Unite this quarter. thing deposited herself not far
erly ladies returning to the table
This match was postponed last from where Johnnie ’Irish Brogue’
found the debris and verbally mukhlrilit and if the rain holds Boyle was hacking away at a
tilated the nearest parties -this
5ttle longer, It will be played steak.
happened to be Hubbard and Bigsorrow. Hubbard will again use
Duke Tornell, finishing his meal, shop. Ho hum.
arst six men on the ladder to sauntered over and started to sit
On Saturday night, the Aztec
iOu90 the Spartan
team.
down next to Boyle. At this there
team threw a stag party to which
were many coughs, clearing of
the Spartans were Invited. Some
glanced
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Because Santa Barber-a would lie unable to send a team to the
Sports Carnival due to financial reasons, the scheduled meet has been
shifted to the home of the Gauchos, according to a report from
Graduate Manager Gil Bishop last night.
The meet which was to have brought the four members of the
newly formed California Collegiate Conference together In Spartan
Pavilion this week -end will be held
on Saturday only. Santa Barbara,
with a more central location, will
be host to San Jose, Fresno, and
San Diego.

Grattan Points
Out Weaknesses
Of Mat Team

According to Bishop, San Jose
will send badminton and gymnastic
teams and as many boxers and
wrestlers as can find opposition.
Weakness on offense and lack The Spartans will be favored in
of reserve strength was blamed the latter two events, but are of
by Wrestling Coach Gene Grattan an unknown quality in the other
for his team’s finishing in third
Originally scheduled for two
place with 22 points in the Far
Western Wrestling tournament days, the carnival will be confined
last week, behind the University to Saturday only. San Jose’s repof California and the Olympic resentatives will leave Friday for
Club who tied for first place with the Channel City.
26 points.
Although the California team
ended up with four second places
and no firsts, their superior manpower enabled them to pile up
enough points in the preliminaries
to tie the Olympic Club who captured three firsts and one second, it was stated by Grattan.
"In the tournament each fall
secured added one point to the
team total. If the Spartans had
won a few more falls in addition
to the first places won by Bruno
and Masdeo, and the seconds by
Fiebig and Albright, we might
have been able to capture the
championship," declared Grattan.
The Winter Sports Carnival next
Saturday will furnish the next
competition for the grapplers.
There is little information available concerning the other college
teams, although San Diego is reputed to have a strong, experienced team.

BASEBALL
(Cositswed from Page Om)
on Allen’s second hit of the after.
noon, a single through short. However, the rally was squelched when
Nasimento, who had relieved Carpenter, batted into a double play.
EIGHT HITS
California got but eight hits off
Carpenter but they bunched them
more effectively. Winterbottom’s
home run was the turning point of
the contest. Carpenter, DeCruz,
and Allen led State hitters, each
grabbing two safeties. The Spartans played well in the field, only
Riordan and DeCruz being charged
with miscues. A little more luck
would have swung the contest the
other way.
NOTICES
reheats members, the schedule
of practice’s for today is as follows:
12:00, Open Dance; 4:00, Nut Tree.
Important business meeting will he
held tonight from 6:30 to 715. All
Miss
members must be there
Marjorie Lucas.

Soft Ball Will
Be
N Offered
Next
According to an announcement
made by Tiny Hartranft yesterday, all students interested in
taking part in the soft ball tournament should organize their team
this quarter.
DIRECTORS
This year the course will be
Under the direction of Hartranft
and Gil Bishop and will be held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
12 to 1 on the San Carlos turf.
According to Tiny, the course
will be part of the regular Physical Education work, and half a
unit will be given for those who
go out. This will count as part
of the spring quarter gym work.
STARTED LAST YEAR
Last year the soft ball league
was started for the first time,
and proved very successful in so
far as those who took part in it
were concerned. This year more
teams are expected to sign up,
which will make the tournament
more interesting.
Any organization on the campus
may enter a team as a unit or
any individual may sign up in the
men’s Physical EducaUon office before the start of next quarter.
Teams will be formed immediately and play wit get underway
as soon as the schedule is made
out.

NOTICES
Rainbow Girls look in your respective Co-op boxes - Edith Daily
Dear Miss Goldsmith: Will you
please tell Roberta Hobson to report to the Publications office after
class today (or the next time you
have her in class?)
Dolores Freitag.
KKTRTKRYCRTMIXECIOTOXECECIMECFCP"
DIAMONDS

Dear Miss Pinkston: Will you
please tell Anthony Mattos to report to the Publications office after
class today (or the next time you
have hint in class?)
Dolores Freitag.

CHARLES S. GREGORY
Designer

There will be a meeting* of the
Y.M.C.A. cabinet this afternoon at ,,.
five o’clock in the "Y" room. FA.- Q
eryone please be present.
- Frank (letting".

of

Distinctive Jewelry
Specially elesigmed pins for
organizations. Beat quality
at prices that please.
607 First Nat. Bank Bldg.
6th Floor
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ATTENTION Singers:
afternoon at 4:15 on the Morris Dailey stage will be held the
vocal tryouts with a microphone. If possible, bring your
own sheet music and be sure
to memorize the words as notes
Be
permitted.
not
be
will
Bailey, Melzer.
prompt!
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DAY EDITOR, This Issue

Here’s Your Chance . .
Now! It is your chance to express your views and
opinions in offering a just and honest analysis of our college
courses.
These anologies may be either of a critical or complimentary nature.
They will be of aid to students contemplating taking
the course in the future.
A number of these student evaluations have been submitted; however, there is the desire to have as large a group
as possible represented in these student analysis.
It is to every college student’s and instructor’s advantage for you to submit your views upon any course included
in the college curriculum.
Turn these evaluations into either Bob Work or the
Contributor’s Box in the Publications office.
Students must have their name and major attached to
SPURGEON.
the material submitted.
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GLANCES
By BART MAYNARD
PEACE? . . . John L. Lewis,
head CIO’er, suggested a gigantic
merger yesterday when he proposed the unification of the CIO.
AFL, and the Railroad Brotherhoods of America. The only drawback to such a plan is William
Green, head AFL man who says
"Nothing doing."
BLUFFS AGAIN .. . Mahatma
Gandhi, without his goat this time,
ended his recent fast when the
Indian and British governments
stepped in to assure a settlement
of his demand for liberalization of
Rajkot state.
NEW SCRAP .
Democrats in the State
pulling for an additional
for direct relief and the

With the
assembly
$4,053,928
Republic-

ans against such a measure the
next few months at Sacramento
promises to have a lot of fight in
them.
NO DINERO ... Yesterday the
Senate passed the army expansion
bill for 6000 fighting planes for the
strengthening of Panama Canal defenses. But one thing they forgot
or is to come later are funds to
provide for such a measure.
.
.
SURRENDER. . . Eleven Spanish warships surrendered to French
authorities yesterday. They were
seeking refuge after a revolt
against the Negrin government on
the African coast. The prisoners
taken on board the capture,’ vessels
are to be neutralizer,’ and returned
to the nationalists.
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Open Letter
To The Faculty:
The purpose of a college newspaper, I think, is quite clearly
understood as being the organ in
which is represented the life, the
activities, and the ideas that collectively make up what the usual
intrepretation refers to as "college
life".
In this presentation of the "college picture" we on the staff of
the Spartan Daily have, I think,
been guilty of the same oversight
that is made in almost every other
college paper
in the country.
The students
devote their
newspaper exclusively to
that material
which deals
with the students themselves. Seldom
If ever is the
faculty memBob Work
ber considered in the pages of the
collegiate press. If he is considered
at all it Is usually as the point
of some gag or another.
And with that practice, it is
quite likely, there is no great objection to be taken.
But faculty participation in the
"student scene" could undoubtedly
be accentuated in many ways that
should be of mutual benefit to both
groups.
Recently it was drawn to our
attention that several colleges with
this end in mind have opened the
editorial columns of the student
newspaper to these Instructors
wherein they might comment on
any subject pertinent to college
life and to the college student.
It is our intention to inaugerate
such a practice in the pages of
the Spartan Daily.
Tomorrow Doctor Poytress will
start the faculty ball rolling with
his oontribution; many are expected to follow.
The staff extends a special invitation to any faculty member
who is so inclined to take advantage of this opportunity. Turn your
editorials in to any member of the
staff. Names and field of teaching
of each must be added to the
material.
This is the instructor’s opportunity to have his say, both for
the benefit of his fellow teachers
and for the students themselves.
As one of those students I feel
justified In stating that all of us
will be looking forward to these
contributions with genuine and intense interest.
BOB WORK
NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the
Radio club today at 12:30 in the
Shack.

Just Among Ourselves
By

DR. T. W.

MAC QUARRIE

C.A.A. (Civil Aeronautics Authority.) You may as well learn that
combination now for we’ll probably hear it very often.

Right now we at
San Jose stq
are in a favorable
position tors
such a program on the
coast Ps
due University in Indiana
s
ready in the field
and desgoi4
excellent job. Others
j
We have already made exec
headway with our ground
act
but with such a limitation
ra
we have been handicapped
We need now to develop
the flpa
end of the work. That
mesas
training field. It means
a elan
shops, laboratories, and
claatoost
We are asking the
legislature
make an appropriation for
a
I believe it will appeal
to
public as a desirable project
Amateur and beginning fly,
can be very dangerous
On
other hand, with proper facilibe
proper selection of candidates
sensible instructors, it Can be,
very safe. Under good school
ditions, the interests of all tan I
considered and safeguarded. TI
utmost care would be taken lo pi
vent accidents. I hope we may
able very soon to provide such
service.

This C.A.A. has invited San Jose
State to help in a most important
experiment, looking finally to the
training of thousands of civilian
aviators. While there has been no
definite suggestion that they will
become army or navy fliers, still
the best of them will be eligible to
further training, if they are Interested.
When the auto industry was
young, most of the training of
mechanics was carried on by private commercial schools. The instruction was expensive, the students were often exploited. It was
not many years, however, before
the public schools took up the
load and now there are very few
private schools anywhere.
The same development is evidently about to take place in the
training of aviators. Now the work
is almost completely in the hands
of private individuals.
The instruction is expensive, making it
impossible for many candidates to
take the training. The time is right
here when public schools will have
to assume the job. Hundreds of
thousands of young people will desire the training. Naturally it becomes a responsibility of the public
schools.
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DAN O’NEILL
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to be talk
Everyone else seems
Warner so I guess
Pop
about
sg
permitted to mention
should be
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, 11.
about the man who,
El/NEM/AY, NIARC11 8, 1939
letters
slew
anyone else,
Oaps more than
American game of
seveloped t he
status.
Obeli to its present
has
pep has been around. He
Ached winning football teams
14% and that’s a long time.
Cornell for a spell
After coaching
angrated to Georgia and subgguently to Carlisle, Pittsburg,
onford, Temple and now San
Coach Hovey McDonald’s freshman baseball nine lost their third
.ic State. So I imagine he knows
off.tnekle smash from a well - consecutive game of the season to the Santa Clara high school team
by the score of 5 to 1 yesterday afternoon on Spartan Field.
tone beef steak.
The yearlings out-hit the high school 9-2, but could not bunch
AGAINST SHIFT
them together enough to produce runs. The game went seven innings,
Warner has never favored the
and th frosh staged a last minute rally that found them getting
lark He developed his famous
the first two men on base. Anello
with
two
system
back
wing
Sable
and Redman hit safely but died
Ayers flanking the ends and even
on the bases as the other three
the later success of Knute Rockne’s
men proceeded to hit the dust.
Oh his Notre Dame shift plays
The high school team reached
hikd to ruffle Pop and his original
Tex Leverton for only four hits,
system of play. Staunch friends
but an error by Redman in the
laugh they were, Warner and
Determined to get hls cinder. second inning gave them two unexam were always engaging in
team down to business, Coach earned runs. Leverton, who pitched
91Id arguments regarding the relain merits of the two systems.
Tiny Hartranft barred all "loaf- good ball, weakened in the seventh
and allowed two walks and two
Warner was is member of the ers" from practice yesterday and
hits to give the opponents three
il.Amerienn board of football concentrated his efforts on the
more runs.
Then it formed hack in 1925. He is
rest of the squad.
The frosh combination of Gomez,
ci a member. Like Rockne he
The erstwhile softspoken Spar- HIliana, Sanchez, and Cloro in the
a developed an innumerable
tan mentor issued an ultimatum infield played flawless ball. This
aunt of football stars, men who
for all those who "weren’t taking unit looked promising for the frosh
stir entered the coaching game
to turn in and McDonald will no doubt put
,s1 became successful. We can their track serious"
out a fair country ball club before
-.eon such players as Lawson, their suits for good.
In the meantime, Hartranft be- the season is half over.
Seers, Shipkey, Post, Hillman,
Mike Anello and George Ford
Robesky, Harder, Cudde- gan putting his team through a
playing in the outfield showed signs
set Cleaveland, Hoffman, Smuc- tough practice schedule in prepdeveloping into good stickers
bet, and dozens more who learned aration for the Long Beach Re- of
at the plate. The trash have so far
lays next week.
!legume under The Old Fox.
A 12-man team will represent this year outhit all opponents, but
The question naturally arises,
San Jose in the relays and field have failed when it came to makhat will Warner do for San Jose
ing runs.
events, according to Hartranft.
late football? We still have Dud
for 3eGroot as head mentor, don’t forat and Uncle Dudley has beene
eaponsible for establishing th
Suntans as a first class team.
warner will be merely an advisory
roach and as such he will do that
cry thing. He is not going to ask
4root to change the whole set-up
ad start anew. After all, DeGroot
.
mews football too.
and Johnson took a gander at the
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Meet Shifted To
Santa Barbara;
Spartans Entered
Because Santa Barbara would be unable to send a team to the
Sports Carnival due to financial reasons, the scheduled meet has been
shifted to the home of the Gauchos, according to a report from
Graduate Manager Gil Bishop last night.
The meet which was to have brought the four members of the
newly formed California Collegiate Conference together In Spartan
Pavilion this week -end will be held
on Saturday only. Santa Barbara,
with a more central location, will
be host to San Jose, Fresno, and
San Diego.

Grattan Points
Out Weaknesses
Of Mat Team

Weakness on offense and lack
of reserve strength was blamed
by Wrestling Coach Gene Grattan
for his team’s finishing in third
place with 22 points in the Far
Western Wrestling tournament
last week, behind the University
of California and the Olympic
Club who tied for first place with
26 points.
Although the California team
ended up with four second places
and no firsts, their superior manpower enabled them to pile up
enough points in the preliminaries
to tie the Olympic Club who captured three firsts and one second, it was stated by Grattan.
"In the tournament each fall
added one point to the
team total. If the Spartans had
won a few more falls in addition
to the first places won by Bruno
and Maadeo, and the seconds by
Fiebig and Albright, we might
have been able to capture the
championship," declared Grattan.
The Winter Sports Carnival next
Saturday will furnish the next
competition for the grapplers.
There is little information available concerning the other college
teams, although San Diego is reputed to have a strong, experienced team.

BASEBALL
(Conlhosted from Page Owe)
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Jose

According to Bishop, San
will send badminton and gymnastic
teams and as many boxers and
wrestlers as can find opposition.
The Spartans will be favored in
the latter two events, but are of
an unknown quality in the other
fields.
two
Originally
days, the carnival will be confined
to Saturday only. San Jose’s rep resentatives will leave Friday for
the Channel City.

scheduled for

Soft Ball Will
Be Offered
Next Quarter
According to an announcement
made by Tiny Hartranft yesterday, all students interested in
taking part in the soft ball tournament should organize their team
this quarter.
DIRECTORS
This year the course will be
under the direction of Hartranft
and Gil Bishop and will be held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
12 to 1 on the San Carlos turf.
According to Tiny, the course
will be part of the regular Physical Education work, and half a
unit will be given for those who
go out. This will count as part
of the spring quarter gym work.
STARTED LAST YEAR
Last year the soft ball league
was started for the first time,
and proved very successful in so
far as those who took part in it
were concerned. This year more
teams are expected to sign up,
which will make the tournament
more interesting.
Any organization on the campus
may enter a team as a unit or
any individual may sign up in the
men’s Physical Education office before the start of next quarter.
Teams will be formed immediately and play
get underway
as soon as the schedule is made
out.

on Allen’s second hit of the afternoon, a single through short. However, the rally was squelched when
Nasimento, who had relieved Carpenter, batted into a double play.
EIGHT HITS
California got but eight hits off
Carpenter but they bunched them
more effectively. Winterbottom’s
home run was the turning point of
the contest. Carpenter. DeCruz,
and Allen led State hitters, each
grabbing two safeties. The Spartans played well in the field, only
Riordan and DeCruz being charged
with miscues. A little more luck
would have swung the contest the
Rainbow Girls look in your reother way.
spective Co-op boxes -Edith Daily
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NOTICES
Orchesis members, the schedule
of practices for today Is as follows:
12:00, Open Dance; 4:00. Nut Tree.
Important business meeting will be
held tonight from 8:30 to 7:15. All
members must be there . . . Miss
Marjorie Lucas.

Dear Miss Goldsmith: Will you
please tell Roberta Hobson to report to the Publications office after
class today (or the next time you
have her In class?)
Dolores Freda’s’.
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Dear Miss IPinkston: Will you
please tell Anthony Mattos to report to the Publications office after
class today (or the next time you
have him in class?)
Dolores Freda&

CHARLES S. GREGORY
Designer

of

Distinctive Jewelry

Specially designed pins for
.trganizations. Beat quality
There will he a meeting of the
at prices that please.
V.M.C.A. cabinet this afternoon at
five o’clock in the "V" room. Ev607 First Nat. Bank Bldg.
eryone please be prssent.
6th Floor
- Frank Gettinger.
,-.’,00:00_0,xt-00.0-0:81.caaameem
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Tex Rankin Addresses Flying Students
MICROSCOPIC SLIDES NEAR
COMPLETION; READY FOR
USE AT END OF MONTH
Chick Embryos Head First Of Series In
W.P.A. Project; Peterson Directs Work
Three hundred microscopic slides
valued at $600, showing the stages
of chick embryos are being worked
on by the W.P.A. under the direction of Dr. P. Victor Peterson,
for the college Science department.
SLIDE SERIES
This series of slides, part of a
$10,000 project, will be complete
and ready for student use at the
end of the month, according to
D. E. Henry, worker stationed
here.
Content of each series of slides
will be the embryo development
of a chick after 16, 24, 33, 36, 48,
72, and 96 hours.
GRADUATE STARTS
Gene Boyce. former g rad uate

here, recently stationed in the department, is starting work on a
set of 400 slides showing the cell
tissues of a cat’s stomach.
The project will enable the department to bring students in
closer contact with the work in
bontany, zoology, entomology, and
physiology fields, said Dr. Peterson, head of the college Science
department here.
With the completion of work on
chick embryos, Henry declared

Dancing Classes
Will Present
Studio Program

Pasquier Trio Gives
Students Rates
For Final Concert

An informal studio program
will be given by members of dance
classes tomorrow at 4:30 in the
Dance Studio, according to Miss
Marjorie Lucas, instructor.
MEMBERS INVITED
Students and faculty members
are invited to attend the program
which will consist of abstract probvariations.
movement
lems
in
Members of the fundamental rhythm and beginning, intermediate,
and advanced dance classes will
participate. Their performances
will constitute final examinations
for the quarter.
PRE -CLASSIC FORMS
Featured on the program will
be dances based on the pre-classlc
forms to be presented by members
of the advanced class. The minuet, pavone, bouree, and gavotte
are dances included in this division.
Miss Marjorie Lucas and Miss
Barbara Ross directed the classes.
GIRL’S

JINX TONIGHT--

Iota Delta Phi
Elects Five
New Officers
Election of officers for next quarter took place at Monday night’s
meeting of the Iota Delta Phi,
French honor society, at the home
of Dr. A. B. Lubowski, according
to Bernard Murphy, retiring president.
Eleven new members of the society who were formally initiated at
the San Jose Country club a week
ago were in attendance at the
meeting, which was the last this
quarter.
Newly -elected president is Janice
Bendon, who has served in this
capacity once before. Other officers
are Carol Oldmixon, vier -president;
Bert Seller, secretary; Arthur Van
Horn, treasurer; and Betty Hitsch, ,
historian -reporter.
*

NOTICE
*
*Dear Miss Ferris: Will you please
tell Bill Pillsbury to report to the
Publications office after class to- I
day (or the next time you have
him in class ?)- -Dolores Freitas.

that work would begin on 3000
slides dealing with Amoeba, Paramecium, Hydra, Planaria, Earthworms, Tapeworm Scalex, and pig
embryos.

Student rates for tickets for the
concert of the Pasquier Trio, which
will present the last in the San
Jose Concert Series at the Civic
auditorium tomorrow night, is fiftyfive cents for any seat in the
house.
The Pasquier Trio, from Paris,
Is accredited of being the best
string ensemble in the world. Jean,
violin; Pierre, viola; and Eteinne,
cello; ’have played together since
childhood.
GIRL’S

JINX

TONIGHT

Art Teachers
Display Work At
Treasure Island
Among the selections on display
in the California Building at the
Golden. Gate International Exposition on Treasure Island are works
by three San Jose State college
art teachers, namely Miss Estella
Hoisholt, Mr. Marques E. Reitzel,
and Mr. Herbert Sanders.
Miss Hoisholt has two oil paintings on display, the first of which
is a street scene of Columbia,
famous northern "ghost town",
which has long been a favorite
subject for artists.
The other is a portrait of a
tired darky sitting in a relaxed,
comfortable position, an attitude
very "typical of the model", according to Miss Hoisholt. This
picture is entitled "Johnny’s Tired"
and has amused considerable interest.
Mr. Sanders has a pottery exhibit which has been sent to the
Fair from the Syracuse collection,
where it won second prize. The
group consists of three pieces, a
vase, a bowl, and an unnamed
"blue piece".
Mr. Marques E. Reitzel, head of
the Art department, long noted
for ..s
his prolific work, has a mountam ti
landscape
entitled
"Slide
Area" in the Treasure Island ex -I
Mit. This is a scene of a con struction crew at work in a mounlain pass against a background of
clouds and mountains. Mr. Reitzel
spends much of his leisure time
"practicing what he preaches" and
this particular lanclacape is a view
of a mountain scene near Los
Angeles.

Major Fellers In
Appointment
Office Today
Students interested in two sixweek tours of duty at the Marine
Barracks at San Diego with an
opportunity of commission as a
Second Lieutenant, U.S.M.C., are
asked to meet Major W. S. Fellers, of the United States Marine
Corps in the Controller’s office
today from 11:00 to 2:00, according to Neil 0. Thomas.
A graduate from the course who
possesses a certificate of graduation from college may apply for
a position as a Second Lieutenant
in the corps. The age limit for
applicants is from 18 to 22 years
of age.
The tour of duty is during the
summer months with all expellees
paid by the government and a
salary of $30 a month included.
Uniforms and equipment are furnished, according to Mr. Thohuaa.

CIVIL AERONAUTICS TRAINING
GREAT OPPORTUNITY, SAYS
FAMED STUNT FLYER
By CHARLES SAMMON
"You are the envy of the nation’s
youth." In these words Tex Rankin,
famed stunt flyer, addressed the
fifteen San Jose State college students just before the actual training under the Civil Aeronautics
Training program began yesterday.
LECTURE TOUR
Rankin who IR on a lecture tour
at the present time impressed the
group with the fact that this opportunity was not something for
nothing and that they should take
advantage of what is being offered
them under this program.
Flight Instructors Hawkins and
Breeden also talked to the group
and explained the schedule as it
now stands. The first week of actual instruction includes six periods
of thirty minutes apiece. This in -

eludes orientation of ships
Co the
ground, safety instruction,
starting
and warming up.
GROUND WORK BEGINS
The ground work began
Tuesday
while the actual flying instnadjo.,
started yesterday when the
15men
visited the field in groups of
be
Mr. F. F. Petersen, head of
the
college Aeronautics department,
will handle class work, planning
to
instruct them in meteorology, nay.
igation, and dvil air regulations
There will be six units of *Siege
credit given in these courses. fir
Petersen also explained to the
group the heavy burden that the
men will have to carry to begth
with, as they are the first ones to
begin actual instruction under the
program and the eyes of the CM
authorities as well as those of the
public will be upon them.
GIRL’S JINX TONIGHT
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FASCIST DICTATORSHIP Lost And Found
PREDICTED FOR SPAIN List Of Articles
TROOPS HELPING REBELS
In YW-YM Office
MUST BE PAID, SAYS POYTRESS

By BILL REGAN
"I am not taken in, as many
people undoubtedly are, by General Franco’s announcement that
all foreign troops and influence
will be withdrawn from Spain
now that the civil war is practically over," declared Dr. William
H. Poytress, Social Science department head, lecturing to the
weekly Behind the News class yesterday in the Little Theater.
"Foreign troops who won the
war for the Rebels will go, but
the debts incurred by their assistance must be paid. The fall of the
Loyalists means that another feather has been added to the caps
of the Fascist dictators.
"A military dictatorship leaning
toward Fascism will probably be
net up. How far it leans will depend upon how powerful an influence Great Britain and France
can exert in the opposite direction," commented Poytress.
"Britain and France have been
hurrying around trying to woo
Senor Franco as the war went in
his favor. Franco will need money
to rebuild Spain and he certainly
won’t be able to get it from Germany or ’ Italy. Through loans,
Mother England and La Belle
France will exercise enough control over any government set up
In Spain to restore their economic
Interests and safeguard their colonial life lines."
Poytress summarized the growth I
of the non-intervention policies of
Great Britain, France, and the
United States. The necessity of
having a friendly power, and a
government not dominated by the
Fascist dictators in Spain would
warrant giving help to the Loy
alists. But contrary to the sym
pathies of the great mass of corn
mon people, the French and Brit
ish officialdom set up non -Inter
vention agreements that Francs
didn’t keep at England’s instign
lion. This Was probably due ti

"DIXIE" WONDER
LEATHER SHOP
34 So. Second
Leather Repair of all Kinds
Binders, Belts, Sweater Sleeves
and all Luggage.

the desire to prevent any spread
of the conflict.
Intervention would have led to
an arms race between Britain,
France, and Russia on the side of
the Loyalists and Germany and
Italy on the Rebel side, with disastrous consequences. Rues*, of
course, aided the Loyalists with
planes, guns, and technical assistants until the Italian and German
naval forces blockaded Spain.
Speaking of the United States’
holding to the non-intervention
policy, Poytress hinted that our
State Department took its ’key
from Number 10 Downing street.
Another reason is the lack of an
important interest of any sort in
Spain.
Mussolini’s interest in Spain lies
in control of the Mediterranean
rather than actual occupation of
any sort. According to II Duce,
It’s in the cards that the British
Empire ’is rotten ripe and ready
to be shaken down.
"And Mussolini wants to be
there when Britain’s empire falls,"
commented Dr. Poytress. "Benito
has ambitions."
GIRL’S JINX TONIGHT
Jennings

Speaks

At Radio Club
A discussion of the design of
radio transmitters being used at
the San Francisco Fair will be
given at a meeting of the Radio
club tonight by Jo E. Jennings.
The meeting will start at 7:30 in
Room 5104 and at the conclusion or
the discussion will move to the
Shack for refreshments.
Mr. Jennings is a former our
b,ir of the Radio club and at pr.,
ol is research engineer for ti -

Money

Saved

Is money made. You’ll do "just
that" if you have FLINDT’S put
"Long Life Soles" on your shoes.
FLINDT’S HEEL & SOLE SHOP
168 S. Second St., Opp. Kress’.

Lost anything?
If so, and your name appean
below in this list, be sure to claim
your articles before the end of
the quarter, for they will go or
sale early in the spring term.
The following people have at
tleles in the "Y" lost and founr
office’
Elton Harper, wallet; Clifford
Atkins, card case; M.M., InItlah
on coin purse; Elise Terry, gip
case; W.K.R., key case; Jean Rik
coin purse; and other key cam
keys, cases for glasses, and
purse without names.
S.IT.H.S. 1133, initials on bell
on a chain; Francis Fisher, tiP
ketball rule book; J. W. Lowden
red note pad; John Johansson
black note book; W.G., hook mark
Barbara Titcomh, address book
Barbara Ferrin, papers; Frank
Wilson, notes; Donald Bata
Spanish verb wheel.
The following are names wino
appear in books In the Lost ard
Found:
Elakman, John Alien.
Dieth
Joseph Mannina, Geraldine Jun*
Margaret Pardee, A. L. Hamptor
Salvatore Battaglia, Elton Harp
er, Beatrice McConnell, laeonied
Baskin, Helen Friedenback,
Christian
Chambre, Pauline Perry,
Co
Lockheed, Harrison Webrew,
Thompeor
stance Raitano, Dave
artkiei
There are also many
with no names on them.
Sari
Eitel-McCullough Co., Inc.
pow*
Bruno manufacturers of high
er radio vacuum tubes
contributed
Jennings has also
various
several technical articles to in ITO
radio trade journals and log
according
a reputation in his field,
radio
to Mr. Harry’ Engwieht,
structor.
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